Who’s this?

It’s a little strawberry.
Hello strawberry!
One day, the strawberry tried to lift a jug of cream. He pushed and he heaved. But it was too heavy!
Along came an apple. "Hello apple", said the strawberry. "Can you help me to lift this jug, please?". They pushed and they heaved. But it was too heavy!
Along came a banana. "Hello banana", said the strawberry. "Can you help us to lift this jug, please?". They pushed and they heaved. But it was too heavy!
Along came an orange. “Hello orange”, said the strawberry. “Can you help us to lift this jug, please?”. They pushed and they heaved. But it was too heavy!
Along came a bunch of grapes. “Hello grapes”, said the strawberry. “Can you help us to lift this jug, please?”. They pushed and they heaved. But it was too heavy!
Along came a melon. “Hello melon”, said the strawberry. “Can you help us to lift this jug, please?”. They pushed and they heaved. But it was too heavy!
Along came a pineapple. “Hello pineapple”, said the strawberry. “Can you help us to lift this jug, please?”. They pushed and they heaved. But it was too heavy!
Along came a lemon. “Hello lemon”, said the strawberry. “Can you help us to lift this jug, please?”. They pushed and they heaved and finally they could lift the jug!
“Pour the cream into that bowl, please”, said the strawberry. Everyone poured the cream into the bowl.
“Jump in!”, shouted the strawberry.
Everyone jumped into the bowl and had a wonderful time swimming in the cream.
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